This paper describes a theory of the velocity space scattering of charged particles in a static magnetic field composed of a uniform background field and a sum of transverse, circularly polarized, magnetic waves. When that sum has many terms the auto-correlation time required for particle orbits to become effectively randomized is small compared to the time required for the particle velocity distribution to change significantly. In this regime the deterministic equations of motion can be transformed into stochastic differential equations of motion. The resulting stochastic velocity space scattering is described, in part, by a pitch angle diffusion rate that is a function of initial pitch angle and properties of the wave spectrum. Numerical solutions of the deterministic equations of motion agree with the theory at all pitch angles, for wave energy densities up to and above the energy density of the uniform field, and for different wave spectral shapes.
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4 turn these equations into stochastic differential equations that describe pitch angle scattering. These assumptions -we call them the random variable, the two-time scale, and the random phase assumptions -have a mathematical character whose physical meaning is revealed only after their consequences are derived. In this way we avoid using the wave magnitude as an explicit perturbation parameter. However, a limitation on the relative wave energy density does emerge from the consequences of these assumptions -a limitation that involves not only the wave energy but also the particle pitch angle and other properties of the wave spectrum. For instance, the expression derived for the pitch angle diffusion rate at small pitch angles remains valid even when the wave energy density is many times larger than the energy density in the background field.
We work exclusively with deterministic and stochastic differential equations, rather than with mathematically equivalent kinetic equations, that is, with the Vlasov or
Fokker-Planck equations. While the same physical content can be expressed in both of these mathematical languages [27, 28] , our assumptions are more easily expressed in terms of differential quantities, and our results more directly compared with numerical solutions of the differential equations solved in test particle simulations.
Because we are concerned with pitch angle scattering by prescribed, stationary, magnetic waves, particle velocities evolve on a constant energy shell in velocity space.
Grid-free test particle simulations on this shell are particularly convenient. We use such calculations to illustrate the theory and demonstrate the degree to which the predicted drift and diffusion coefficients are realized. Indeed, these calculations agree with the DSL 8/7/09 5 theory at all pitch angles, for wave energy densities from 10 !4 to 10 2 times as large as the energy density in the background field and for different wave spectral shapes.
This paper is organized in the following sections. In Section II we formulate the deterministic equations that define the physics model, while in Section III we apply the three statistical assumptions to the deterministic model equations and in this way turn them into stochastic differential equations. From these we extract particle pitch angle drift and diffusion coefficients that are parameterized by an auto-correlation time --an expression for which is derived in Section IV. In Section V we investigate the physical limitations that make these results consistent with the assumptions that produce them.
We report on numerical test particle simulations that illustrate and verify the theory in Section VI, and finally, in Section VII, we summarize and conclude.
II. Deterministic Model
The equations of motion for a charged particle in a uniform magnetic field B oˆ x and a transverse magnetic wave field B y x ( )ˆ y and B z x ( )ˆ z that depends only upon position
x along the direction of the background field are
and
where
( )= qB y x ( ) "m, and ! z = ! z x ( ) = qB z x ( ) "m are (signed) cyclotron frequencies. Here ! is the Lorentz factor ! = 1 1" V 2 c 2 and V is the speed of the charged particle.
We transform the Cartesian velocity components, V x , V y , and V z , to the spherical polar velocity coordinates V , ! , and ! where ! is the particle pitch angle and ! is the particle phase angle. The transformation is defined by
Equations (2) transform the equations of motion (1) into
We choose the transverse field to be a sum of negative helicity [29] , circularly polarized waves described by
where ! k is a phase angle associated with wave number k . We shall see that these waves are resonant with electrons moving in the positive direction, that is, in a direction such that V cos! > 0.
Combining equations (1d), (3), and (4) produces, after some algebra,
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where here and subsequently we use V o to denote the constant particle speed. These are the deterministic equations of motion upon which the rest of this paper is founded.
III. Stochastic Analysis
When the sums in (5a) and (5b) include a large number of waves, equations (5) mimic stochastic differential equations and the variables ! , ! , and x mimic random variables. We show this in the following way.
First we formally integrate equations (5a) and (5b) over an interval from t to t + !t so that
We now break !t into n subintervals each of duration !" = !t n so that
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We further rewrite equations (7) in terms of the definitions
so that equations (7) become
The dimensionless variables ! i t;"# ( ) and ! i t;"# ( ) are proportional, respectively, to the increment in particle pitch angle ! and phase angle ! caused by the magnetic waves during sub-interval i of duration !" .
Thus far we have merely re-written the deterministic equations (5) . In particular,
we have made no assumption concerning the size of !" relative to the size of !t other than that !" # !t since the number of sub-intervals in an interval must be a natural number. Now we are ready to investigate the consequences of the following assumptions.
Random Variable Assumption. We assume that the sub-interval !" is large enough that the quantities ! i t;"# ( ) and ! i t;"# ( ) associated with different sub-intervals are statistically independent random variables. In other words, we assume that the subinterval !" is greater than or equal to an auto-correlation time !" C , that is, !" # !" C where the auto-correlation time !" C is the longest time over which the particle subincrements remain correlated with each other [30, 31] .
Two Time Scale Assumption. We assume that the interval !t and sub-interval !" represent two widely separate time scales --!t being an interval over which the dependent variables ! , ! , and x change significantly and !" being the sub-interval over which the increments ! i t;"# ( ) and ! i t;"# ( ) become statistically independent random variables. Thus, we assume that the number of sub-intervals !" in an interval !t is a large number n = !t !"
Since we intend to exploit n >> 1 or, alternatively, !" !t << 1 we insist on making the two time scales, !"
and !t , as widely separated as possible. Therefore, we chose the sub-interval !" to be equal to an auto-correlation time !" C .
The random variable and two time scale assumptions constrain the autocorrelation time !" C in opposite directions. The former requires that !" C be just large enough that that the quantities ! i t;"# C ( ) and ! i t;"# C ( ) associated with different sub-intervals are statistically independent random variables, while the latter requires that !" C be much smaller than the time !t required for the dependent variables ! , ! , and x to change significantly. Both of these conditions can be met when the number of waves is large. The form of the definitions of ! i t;"# C ( ) and ! i t;"# C ( ) contained in equations (8) suggest as much. In particular, if the variables ! and ! change very little during an autocorrelation time !" C , the sums on the right hand side of (8) must be over many waves in order that different sub-increments be statistically independent, random variables.
Given that n >> 1 and that the moments of the statistically independent random increments ! i t;"# C ( ) and ! i t;"# C ( ) are finite, as is required since these are proportional to bounded angles, the sums on the right hand side of equations (9) satisfy the conditions of the central limit theorem [32, 33] . Accordingly, this sum approaches, in the limit of a large number of statistically independent addends, a normal random variable with mean and variance equal, respectively, to the sum of the means and variances of the addends.
Accordingly,
where, for example, the notation N ! ,t K 
where the dependent variables ! , ! , and x and their time derivatives on the right hand sides of (11a) and (11b) are evaluated at the beginning of each sub-interval i, that is, at
Given equations (5) we find that
Substituting the right hand sides of equations (5a) and (12) into equations (11) produces
Random Phase Approximation. In order to calculate the mean and variance of the random variables ! i t;"# C Imagine performing an indefinitely large number of experimental trials. In each trial the charged particle is initialized with the same pitch angle
same magnetic field. The initial particle position x t + i ! 1
] and phase angle
] are uncontrolled random variables in these experimental trials subject to the random phase approximation, that is, subject to the requirement that the phase Note that the initial pitch angle
initial, sure value in these experimental trials.
The following are consequences of the random phase approximation and this definition of the bracket average:
) is any function of the random phase variable kx + ! k " # and g ! ( ) is any function of the sure variable ! .
We find, after some algebra, that, through second order in !" C :
Note that the mean and variance of ! i t;"# C ( ) and ! i t;"# C ( ), as displayed in these equations, are independent of sub-increment index i although they remain implicit functions of the time t through the dependence of ! and !" C on time t .
This latter property allows us to further simplify the sums on the right hand side of (10) . In particular, we insert expressions (14) for the mean and variance of ! i t;"# C ( ) and ! i t;"# C ( ), complete the indicated sums, and use n = !t !" C . Then equations (10) become
where, again, the random variables N ! ,t 0,1 ( ) and N ! ,t 0,1 ( ) are, for different values of their subscripts, statistically independent unit normals.
For clarity, we rewrite the stochastic equations of motion (15) in differential form, that is, we replace the interval !t by its equivalent dt , since the time scale quantified by t is the only time scale that remains manifest. Then equations (15) become
A similar process leaves the third equation
unchanged. Equations (16) are the stochastic differential equations that mimic the deterministic equations (5) when all three assumptions, random variable, two-time scale, and random phase, are justified.
IV. Auto-Correlation Time, Drift Rate, and Diffusion Rate
The stochastic differential equation of motion for the pitch angle (16a) assumes
( ) where C is the pitch angle drift rate and D is the pitch angle diffusion rate. Accordingly, these are
That C and D are related by C = cos! sin! ( ) D 2 ( ) is an expression of the fluctuationdissipation theorem [34] applied to this system.
Because the auto-correlation time !" C in expressions (17) may depend, in possibly complicated ways, upon the dependent variables ! , ! , and x, the amplitude ! o , and the spectrum of amplitudes ! k , the simplicity of (17) is only apparent. We use the following argument in order to determine the dependence of !" C on these variables.
Recall that the auto-correlation time !" C must be large enough to make
) and ! i t;"# C ( ) with different indices i statistically independent but small enough so that the dependent variables ! , ! , and x do not change significantly during an auto-correlation time. Thus, for instance, !" C must be such as to render
statistically independent random variables at all times t . A necessary condition for their statistical independence is
Given that ! i t;"# C ( ) is independent of sub-interval index i, condition (19a) reduces to
Transforming the integration variable of (18b) from t to t + !" C transforms (18b)
to its equivalent
Since the two-time scale assumption requires that the dependent variables shift very little during an autocorrelation time !" C , k!x " !# << 1 and we may expand the right hand side of (20) so that it becomes
We now form the product of ! i t;"# C ( ) and ! i+1 t;"# C ( )
. (22) Then we replace the left hand of (19b) with the right hand side of (22) and the right hand side of (19b) with the right hand side of (14a) and exploit the random phase approximation to produce
Condition (23) must be consistent with the stochastic differential equations of motion (16) . The latter can be directly integrated over an auto-correlation time since the dependent variables ! , ! , and x do not change significantly over !" C . Thus, equations (16) require that
( ) (24) from which the result
follows immediately. Note that (25) is correct through second order in !" C .
Using (25) (23) and solving for the autocorrelation time !" C produces
where here the overbar indicates a wave energy density weighted average
Result (26) also follows, in similar fashion, from the alternative but equivalent necessary
Equation (26) indicates that the auto-correlation time !" C is, as suggested earlier, a relatively complicated function of the pitch angle ! , the background field amplitude ! o , and the spectrum of wave amplitudes ! k . When !" C is eliminated from expression (17b) for the diffusion rate D we arrive at
Therefore, the diffusion rate D is also a function of the pitch angle ! , the background field amplitude ! o , and the spectrum of wave amplitudes ! k . These factors regulate the size of !" C and D in the following ways.
The diffusion rate D is directly proportional to the wave energy density
" --a result that is consistent with quasi-linear theory [1, 23] .
However, when the wave energy density and pitch angle are such that for particles resonant with highly peaked spectra and relatively small otherwise. Wave spectra that are broad rather than peaked do not exhibit this behavior.
These features are quantitatively illustrated when the spectral wave energy density ! k 2 is a continuous function of k proportional to a Gaussian wave number distribution
] with mean k o and (standard deviation) width !k . In this case
This factor is a minimum, and thus !" C and D are, according to (26) and (28), near maximum whenever the particle pitch angle ! is related to the mean wave number k o by the resonance condition
a condition met for electrons ( ! o = "! oe < 0) with a pitch angles 0 ! " < # 2 and for positive ions ( ! o = ! oi > 0) with pitch angles ! 2 < " # ! .
V. Physical Limitations
We have made three assumptions in deriving expressions for the stochastic differential equations of motion (16) and their consequences: the random variable, the two-time scale, and the random phase assumptions. By requiring that the stochastic equations of motion (16) and their consequences be consistent with these assumptions we uncover the physical parameter range for which equations (16) are valid.
The random phase approximation is always consistent with the stochastic differential equations of motion (16) because the right hand sides of the equations of motion (16b) and (16c) for the dependent variables x and ! are themselves independent of x and ! . Therefore, if the random variable kx + ! k " # is at any time uniformly distributed, it will remain so because there is no tendency in (16) for kx + ! k " # to bunch.
On the other hand, the random variable and two-time scale assumptions require, respectively, that a correlation time !" C exist and that it be small compared to the time 
more than does the drift time C !1 , the random variable and two-time scale assumptions reduce to the single condition !" C D << 1, which, given (26) and (28), is equivalent to
When the wave energy spectrum is distributed continuously in a Gaussian with mean k o and width !k condition (32a) becomes
According to conditions (32) , the angle at which 3cos (16) is limited to the regime for which
or equivalently
Evidently, the theory is most severely constrained for large pitch angle particles resonant with highly peaked spectra.
VI. Test Particle Simulations
We solve the deterministic equations of motion (5) (26) and (28) !
The test particle simulations illustrate and test the accuracy of expressions (34a) and (34b). The right hand sides of (34a) and (34b) depend upon the shape of the wave spectrum with which the electrons interact as well as upon the electron pitch angle ! and the relative wave energy density ! . We simulate two shapes. The first spectrum is flat; the second is Gaussian-shaped. In each test particle simulation we plot the variance of the pitch angle ! the theoretical model should fail. Indeed, the numerical diffusion rate calculated from the average of three 200 test particle solutions of the deterministic equations of motion (5) falls short by more than factor of ten below that predicted by (35b) when ! = 100. Gaussian Spectrum. In this case the waves have a spectral energy density ! k
] with n w discrete wave numbers evenly spaced between a minimum k min and a maximum k max . To parameterize this distribution we, somewhat arbitrarily, choose a discrete Gaussian wave spectrum with four-sigma domain,
that is, one for which k max ! k min = 4"k centered on the mean or peak wave number k o .
This parameterization allows us to select the wave number at peak spectral energy density k o and the smallest wave number k min and from these calculate the other parameters, that is,
Accordingly, the normalized wave numbers are
If the wave numbers k were distributed continuously over an infinite interval, the auto-correlation time and the diffusion rate would be given by
Since the waves are actually discretely distributed over a finite range, equations (36) are only approximate. and the random phase approximation -necessary to transform them into stochastic differential equations (16) . From the latter we extract an expression (28) We have also performed several sets of grid-less test particle simulations in which the particles are initialized with a specific pitch angle and uniformly distributed random positions and phases. The particles interact with a prescribed, static configuration of transverse, circularly polarized, magnetic waves. These simulations support the theory fairly well.
This kind of scattering has also been treated extensively by quasi-linear theory [21] [22] [23] [24] and, more recently, by test particle simulations that use spectra of low-frequency waves derived analytically [25] and from self-consistent plasma simulations [26] . Both approaches lead to expressions for the pitch angle scattering rate of energetic electrons.
A future challenge of the present stochastic approach is to more directly compare its predictions with these others.
We also anticipate extending the stochastic theory to describe inelastic waveparticle interactions. Relativistic electrons trapped in the earth's magnetosphere do, in DSL 8/7/09 40 fact, interact with relatively high frequency, transverse, whistler waves [25, 35] . In this case the effect of the wave electric field must be included in the analysis and, as a result, particle energy diffusion competes with pitch angle diffusion. We expect that the random variable, the two-time scale, and the random phase approximations will apply in this case
and that a similar analysis will yield similarly useful results.
In this paper we have, in order to validate the current stochastic theory, Administration.
